Kapolei Toastmasters (KTM)
Thursday, June 19, 2014
12:00-1:00PM
Kapolei Hale, Conference Room C
Meeting Recap
Theme: “Candy”
(Submitted by Joyce Bullion Kapolei Toastmasters)
1. Opening of Meeting:
 President James Fu, ACB, CL opened the meeting and we
followed his lead in the Pledge of Allegiance.
 James welcomed 9 Members: Sara, Alex, Mariea, Rose,
Holly, Joyce, James, Daniel, and Guy
 2 Guests-Eddie Joseph, DTM and Carryssa Krzyska.
 James introduced the TMOD: Sara Toyama
2. Education Session:
 TMOD: Sara Toyama introduced the theme: June is
National Candy Month so the theme chosen was: “Candy”.
Sara then introduced:
 Time Keeper: Eddie Joseph, DTM Eddie explained his role
as Timekeeper
 AH/Grammarian/Word of the Day: Daniel Lum, TM
explained his role and introduced the word of the day:
“Scrumptious”
 Jokemaster/inspiration: Rose told a joke about a lady
and a check.
3. Featured Speakers:
 Featured Speaker #1: Joyce Bullion, TM gave a speech
called “APPRECIATION”. It was speech number 9
Competent Communication Manual. Joyce told about a
time in her life when she felt unappreciated and how she
overcame it. She went on a campaign of telling each

person how much she appreciated them and it filled that
void. Joyce persuaded everyone to express appreciation
for small things and big things in life-to military, mates,
postmen and restaurant workers. She had passed out
candy kisses to express appreciation to fellow
Toastmaster’s.
 Speaker 2: Guy Kidder, TM came to the point and
stressed how Kapolei has grown in size and will continue
to grow after the rail comes in. He delivered speech
number 3 in the Competent Communication manual
titled: “THE CITY”. Guy showed us a visual aid of a map
in which he recently sold land to a developer. He
stressed that Kapolei will grow in size and will be second
to Honolulu in the not too far off future.
4. Table Topics:
 Table Topics Master: Holly Holloway, CC, CL, had just
received her Toastmaster magazine and suggested we
do a progressive Table Topic. She said her mother made
fudge and asked Alex to come up and share about the
ingredients.
 TT 1: Alex Agsalud, TM said she went to Costco and
different stores to buy the ingredients.
TT 2: Mariea Vaughan, TM, said she put in ingredients
and didn’t measure but guessed at the amounts and
tasted to see if it was right. She used less sugar than the
recipe called for and used olive oil instead of butter
because it was healthier.
 TT 3: Carryssa Krzyska shared that she used the
ingredients she had on hand.
Holly ended with telling us her mom took the fudge out
of the oven and it had not solidified so everyone ate it
with a spoon.

5. Evaluation Session:
 Evaluator #1: Rose Martinez, ACB, CL evaluated Joyce
Bullion and gave Joyce kudos for accomplishing the goals
of persuading others to express appreciation even for
small things in life. She mentioned that Joyce had good
voice tones but could improve by using less notes and by
using better eye contact. Rose stressed that the speaker
area is vast and that it can all be used along with body
language.
 Evaluator #2: James Fu, ACB, CL, evaluated Guy and
expressed how much he enjoyed the content of Guy’s
speech and what a great topic he chose. James suggested
that Guy use an overhead projector or a tripod to
showcase his map for all to see well. He also suggested
Guy take a more dramatic approach by pointing out the
window and showing all the building equipment to display
how Kapolei is growing. James said he looks forward to
hearing more from Guy.
6. Reports:
 Timekeeper: Eddie gave a thorough report of everyone’s
time. No one went over.
 Grammarian/Ah Counter: Daniel Gave a thorough report
and many used filler words like “ah”, “and” and “so” and
many had effective pauses. Most used the word of the day
“Scrumptious”.
 TMOD Closing remarks: Sara gave her closing remarks.
We all appreciated Sara’s creative candy effects.

7. General Evaluator: Holly Holloway, CC, CL, remarked that the
room and equipment and tables were ready in advance. She
suggested we have more members and more guests at future
meetings and she gave kudos to Sara for her creative gift of
being TMOD. Holly mentioned how Sara had used paper medals
for the meeting with a theme of “The Olympics” in the past.
8. Announcements/Adjournment: James Fu and Holly Holloway
ended with announcing the upcoming District 49 Officer’s
Training Class on July 12 at the University of Phoenix, Fort Street
Mall. James asked people to sign up for future roles. Rose
announced that Eddie Joseph, DTM, is our new Division
Governor and Rose admitted she is the new Area Governor after
July 1, 2014.

